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You could say Crystal is “making a splash” at St. Mary’s Academy. After four years assisting 
SMA’s swim team, the proud alumna has risen to the rankings of head coach—and she couldn’t 
be more excited. This is the second year St. Mary’s has competed in the Three Rivers League and 
the swimmers are already making great strides. According to Crystal, “we’re going to make a 
mark on this league and let everyone know we’re here!”

ST. MARY’S ACADEMY: What are your hopes for this swim season?
CRYSTAL IUS: I am really looking forward to watching our team grow. The girls get better every day and 
gain more confidence with each event. It's such a great feeling to see swimmers apply their training and 
continue to want to be at practice. At the end of the season, we love to see how many girls made personal 
records in their events and how much time they dropped over the course of three months.

SMA: How do you feel about becoming the new head swim coach?
CI: Excited! I am so glad to be in this new role. I have already served as the team's assistant coach for four 
years, so I have a good grasp of what it takes and how everything works. I definitely feel prepared, and I 
love coaching. Competitions can be pretty intimidating and I often have to help the students overcome 
nervousness. The pride that is plastered across those faces after conquering their fears and finishing a race 
is the most rewarding aspect for me.

SMA: What was your favorite class at St. Mary’s Academy?
CI: I am a science nerd — I have two Bachelor of Science degrees, one in general science with an option in 
pre-pharmacy and a minor in chemistry, and another in zoology. So, of course, my favorite classes at SMA 
were biology and chemistry, but I did enjoy electives as well. Ceramics was fun!

SMA: Do you notice any differences between when you attended St. Mary's and now?
CI: Walking into the school, you can see the physical differences. The building has changed a lot; there 
was nothing higher than the cafeteria in 2002! But I still see many of the same teachers and administrators 
from when I went to SMA. Students now use iPads and don't carry around giant backpacks. Back in the day, 
everyone used a hiking backpack or a rolling backpack so all their books would fit.

SMA: How did St. Mary's Academy prepare you for the "real world?"
CI: At SMA, we learned how to handle a lot of responsibilities at once. Playing sports and working jobs while 
keeping up with academics taught me a lot about managing my time. Ever since St. Mary's, I've felt more 
prepared in studies than others and I always challenge myself to be better.

SMA: Do you have any advice for current St. Mary’s students?
CI: Enjoy what you are doing. Don't let the stress of school discourage you. It's okay to make mistakes as 
long as you learn from them. Also, trust your voice; be comfortable speaking up and asking questions.
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